Snowboarding is popular both as a recreational and competitive winter sport. The origin of snowboarding can be traced back to the United States during the 1960s when Sherman Poppen invented the Snurfer (a word combination of “snow” and “surfer”) as a toy for his daughters. Since its inception, snowboarding has experienced continuously increasing popularity.\(^1\) Snowboarding was first recognized as an official Olympic sport event during the 1998 Winter Olympic Games in Nagano, Japan. Skiing and snowboarding remain the two most popular winter sports to this day. Multiple styles of snowboarding have developed over time, each with its own technique and often specific equipment. Currently, the most common styles both recreational and professional are free ride, freestyle, and alpine racing.

Between 2000 and 2020, the worldwide yearly visiting number of skiers, snowboarders, and other downhill sliding activities remained stable at ~ 400 million, as major mature markets experienced reduced growth while other markets are still in the emerging phase. The Alps are the biggest ski destination in the world, capturing 43% of skier visits. The second biggest destination is America (predominantly North America), accounting for 21% of skier visits worldwide.\(^2\)

The injury rate of snowboarding is higher than skiing, up to threefold, which is at least partially attributed to the rise of terrain parks.\(^3\) From 1989 to 1999, the incidence of snowboarding injuries as a component of all injuries related to snow sports increased from 4% to 56\%.\(^3\)

The most common site of snowboarding injury among adults is by far the wrist, accounting for 15 to 28% of all injuries.\(^4,5\) The remainder of the top-10 injuries is shoulder soft tissue injury (12%), ankle sprain (6%), leg contusion (5%), medial collateral ligament (MCL) of the knee (4%), clavicle fracture (4%), upper body laceration (4%), concussion (3.5%), ankle fracture (3%), and anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) of the knee (2.5%).\(^5\) The top-10 snowboard injuries for children and adolescent are wrist injuries (38%), leg contusion (6%), concussion (5%), clavicle fracture (5%), shoulder soft tissue (3%), knee MCL (3%), ankle sprain (3%), upper body laceration (3%), and tibia and ankle fractures (1–1.5%).\(^5\)

Children and beginner riders are significantly more likely to get injured.\(^5,7\) Additional risk factors are unfavorable weather conditions with poor visibility and bad snow conditions (e.g., icy snow or poorly groomed slopes).\(^1,8\)

The injury mechanisms of snowboarding injuries are diverse, but opposite-edging is one of the most frequently
occurring causes specific to snowboarding and most associated with upper limb injuries (►Fig. 1).¹

In this review, we provide an overview of common snowboard-related musculoskeletal (MSK) injuries according to anatomical location. The possible underlying mechanisms and radiologic imaging of the different injuries are clarified.

**Snowboard Gear, Stance, and Specific Terminology**

The snowboarder typically wears semirigid boots extending to the mid calf that are fastened to moderate tightness. The snowboarder’s booted feet are then fastened with rigid bindings (one per foot) to the snowboard. Most binding systems are nonreleasable (contrary to ski bindings), significantly reducing rotational forces to the knees and thus preventing many ACL injuries.⁹

The snowboarder may choose to ride with his bindings arranged so his left foot is in front (regular stance) or his right foot is in front (goofy stance) as per individual preference. A regular stance is generally more common than a goofy stance. More advanced snowboarders “switch” and alternate their leading leg while snowboarding.

The long edge of the board anterior to the snowboarder is known as the front side (or toe side), and the long edge of the board posterior to the snowboarder is known as the backside (or heel side) (►Fig. 2).

The short curved ends of the board are known as the tip (or nose) and the tail, depending on either a regular or goofy stance. The snowboard shape can vary, although the nose and tail are often rounded identically (►Fig. 2).

When riding, the snowboard can be oriented in three planes (pitch, roll, and yaw) (►Fig. 2). Yaw is determined by the rotation of the snowboarder around their center of gravity, directing the snowboard to the left or right. Roll is determined by the snowboarder shifting their center of
gravity front side or backside and dictates speed and balance. By increasing the angle of the snowboard with the slope, increased resistance is generated by the scraping effect of the edge of the snowboard on the snow, which acts as a brake. Pitch moves the center of gravity to the front leg (and board tip) or to the back leg (and board tail), which is most relevant in aerial maneuvers (such as flips) and ensures a board-first landing on the snow.

**Upper Limb Injuries**

Upper extremity injuries in snowboarders are substantially more frequent compared with skiers. In particular, upper extremity fractures are three times more common compared with skiing. A likely explanation is that a snowboarder usually falls in an anteroposterior direction with the feet fixed to the board. Because snowboarders do not use ski poles, the outstretched arms and upper body are instinctively used to absorb the (forward or backward) fall (Fig. 3).

**Distal Radius and Wrist**

The wrist is by far the most commonly injured body part of a snowboarder. Quinlan et al reported that wrist fractures occurred at 18 times the incidence of skiers. These wrist fractures are mostly sustained by young and inexperienced snowboarders (Fig. 4).

A study of 7,430 snowboard injuries (1988–98; Vail, Colorado) found that wrist injuries accounted for 44% of all upper extremity injuries and 22% of all snowboard-related injuries. Fractures made up 78% of wrist injuries. The Sasaki et al study (1990–97) showed a similar wrist injury rate of 36.4% of all upper limb injuries, compared with only 9% of ski injuries.

Distal radius fractures in the setting of snowboarding are not only much more common (10% versus 1%), but they also tend to occur in younger individuals compared with skiers. Sasaki et al reported the mean age of a snowboarder sustaining a distal radius fracture as 21.7 years, compared with 30.8 years for a skier. These numbers are consistent with the Matsumoto et al study, showing that upper limb injury occurred at an average age of 23 years of age for snowboarders and 27 years for skiers. According to Quinlan et al, skiers experience proportionally more comminuted and intra-articular wrist fractures, whereas snowboarders sustain rather simple extra-articular fractures.

**Fig. 3** Illustration of a snowboarder tumbling forward as result of opposite-edging with the toe side catching the snow surface (left). A snowboarder instinctively catches the fall with both arms outstretched, which typically results in upper limb injuries (right).

**Fig. 4** Wrist fracture and carpal instability. (a) Coronal and (b) sagittal computed tomography images in a 44-year-old man with a backward fall on an outstretched hand demonstrate a comminuted and impacted distal radial fracture (arrows) with dorsal angulation of fracture fragments consistent with a Colles fracture. A concomitant scapholunate dissociation (bracketed) is also demonstrated.
Ulnar collateral ligament injury of the thumb is rare in the snowboard population, accounting for only 2% of upper extremity injuries. These injuries are often related to the use of ski poles that snowboarders do not use.

Mechanism
Wrist injuries are typically caused by a fall and twice as likely to happen during backward falling compared with falling forward. Moreover, a snowboarder falling on a hand behind the back increases the rate of complex and comminuted fractures. When a wrist fracture occurs, it is most frequently the trailing arm’s wrist that is affected.

Wrist fractures, except the scaphoid, and sprain injuries happen mostly in the beginner group and account for 34% of all injuries in the beginner group, whereas more experienced snowboarders generally suffer more severe injuries and more scaphoid fractures as well as wrist dislocations. More specifically, lunate or perilunate fractures and dislocations are also reported in the expert group that are typically a result of a backward fall following an aerial maneuver. Snowboarders wearing wrist guards are half as likely to sustain a wrist injury compared with not wearing wrist guards.

Imaging
Radiographs, typically including a wrist posteroanterior (PA) view, lateral view, angled PA view with the scaphoid en face, and external oblique view, demonstrate most wrist fractures. However, scaphoid fractures can be radiographically occult in up to 25% of patients (Fig. 5). In addition, fractures of the lunate, hamate, capitate, and triquetrum are also easily overlooked radiographically.

Therefore, patients presenting with a high clinical suspicion of a wrist fracture and a negative initial radiograph should be seen by an orthopaedic surgeon, who can decide to perform additional cross-sectional imaging. Computed tomography (CT) and in some institutions even magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is readily available, so protective immobilization and unnecessary delay can be avoided. An alternative approach and the historically most commonly used standard is cast immobilization of the wrist with repeat clinical examination and scaphoid-specific radiographs obtained at 2 to 3 weeks after the injury as occult fractures tend to become more apparent. At the time of follow-up, the occult fracture can be appropriately treated, and ligament injuries can also be further imaged as necessary (power grip wrist radiographs, CT, or MRI). An exception for this last approach might be those for whom immobilization is relatively contraindicated, such as patients with first carpometacarpal arthritis.

CT is generally performed after the initial radiograph to detect occult wrist fractures and depict the anatomy. However, even CT cannot entirely rule out all wrist fractures. A 2015 Cochrane meta-analysis showed that sensitivity and specificity for CT to detect occult scaphoid fractures were 0.72 (95% confidence interval [CI], 0.36–0.92) and 0.99 (95% CI, 0.71–1.00), respectively.

MRI has a higher sensitivity (0.88) compared with CT and allows better evaluation of the soft tissues. However, MRI may not always identify cortical fractures. Also, MRI is not readily available in every hospital and carries a higher cost. Therefore, CT is the most often used second image modality.

Elbow and Forearm Injuries
Elbow and forearm injuries are relatively uncommon snowboarding injuries but still occur with a greater frequency than they do in skiers. A study surveying snowboarders in Colorado, including 7,430 snowboard-related injuries over 10 seasons, reported that elbow injuries accounted for 8% and forearm injuries for 5.5% of all injuries. By comparison, only 1% of alpine ski injuries are elbow injuries. Another retrospective study of 1,445 injured snowboarders and 10,152 injured skiers observed more elbow dislocations and fractures among snowboarders (30 of 64 cases [47%]).
than skiers (26 of 152 cases [17%]). Furthermore, the dislocation rate with or without elbow fracture was also significantly higher among snowboarders (17 of 64 cases [26.6%]) than skiers (8 of 152 cases [5.3%]).

Most forearm injuries are fractures (71%), and of those, combined radius-ulna fractures are relatively more common (57%). Monteggia and Galeazzi are rather rare fracture patterns, accounting for only 2% and 3% of snowboard-related forearm injuries, respectively.6

Mechanism
A fall after a jump is a common injury mechanism of an elbow dislocation. The Colorado study reported that 63% of elbow dislocations resulted from an aerial maneuver.6 The direction of the fall does not correlate with the incidence of elbow or forearm injuries.7 Elbow dislocations are mostly of the posterior type.18

The severity of the elbow injury seems to be mainly the result of a direct force on the elbow that receives the full impact of the fall. This direct injury mechanism is mostly combined with a fall on an outstretched hand, with either elbow extension or a longitudinal thrust force to the proximal radius, ulna, and distal humerus.18

Imaging
Several studies suggest that radiologic imaging is unnecessary if the active range of motion of the elbow is preserved.19 Most elbow and forearm fractures can be diagnosed on conventional radiographs using an anteroposterior (AP) and lateral view. The AP view should be obtained with the elbow fully extended and the forearm supinated, allowing optimal visualization of the medial and lateral epicondyles, radiocapitellar joint, and estimation of the carrying angle (angle between the longitudinal axes of the humerus and the forearm on AP projection; normal values: 11 and 13 degrees valgus).20,21 For the lateral view, the elbow should be in 90 degrees of flexion and the forearm in the neutral (thumb-up) position.21

When an elbow fracture is suspected, an additional lateral oblique view (Coyle’s view) of the radiocapitellar joint (tube angled 45 degrees cephalically along the humeral shaft) is needed to detect the sometimes subtle radial head/neck fractures that can otherwise be missed because of osseous overlap of the coronoid process.22

The posterior and anterior fat pad sign allows the detection of an elbow effusion and is most useful as a predictor of an intra-articular disease process at the elbow in the absence of any radiographically visible bone abnormality. In the setting of trauma, this effusion most likely represents lipohemarthrosis, suggesting a nondisplaced fracture of the radial head in adults or a supracondylar fracture in children.23

Both MRI and ultrasonography (US) are well suited to detect any elbow joint soft tissue injuries of the collateral ligaments, tendons, and muscles. However, US assessment will only achieve high accuracy with sufficient operator experience and anatomical knowledge of the elbow joint structures.

Shoulder and Clavicle
Shoulder injuries are one of the most common snowboard-related injuries, occurring twice as frequently compared with skiers.11,24 Kim et al studied snowboard and ski injuries between 1988 and 2006 in Vermont and reported that shoulder soft tissue injuries and clavicle fractures accounted for 12% and 4% of all reported snowboarding injuries versus 6% and 2% of ski injuries, respectively.5 Whereas the overall rate of the (mostly anterior) glenohumeral joint dislocations in snowboarding is 2.3 times higher than in skiers, the prevalence of fracture-dislocations (15% of combined snowboard and ski shoulder dislocations) is higher for skiers compared with snowboarders, 34% versus 12%, respectively.25

The rise of terrain parks with the purpose of performing ground and aerial maneuvers has led to an increased rate of shoulder and clavicle fractures. The Kim et al study showed that 44% of clavicle fractures occurred while snowboarding in a terrain park, with 34% linked to jumping and 93% as a result of a direct impact on the snow surface.5 Most (67–70%) of shoulder dislocations occur in the intermediate- to expert-level group, which is likely attributed to increased speed, altitude, and complexity of maneuvers in this group.6,25

A high incidence of recurrent shoulder dislocations is reported, especially for snowboarders (< 25 years of age) who were young at the time of their first dislocation.24

Mechanism
One of the main mechanisms of shoulder and clavicle fractures and dislocations is a direct impact following a jump. Ogawa et al retrospectively reviewed cases treated in a Japanese hospital between 2004 and 2009, and they found that glenohumeral joint dislocations are significantly more commonly the result of a fall and often happen while engaging the toe side of the snowboard. Also, the leading-side joint is the most often injured shoulder joint.25

The most typical pattern for a shoulder dislocation is engagement of the snowboard’s toe-side edge, leading to a fall forward and catching the fall with the leading hand or a direct impact on the shoulder girdle, resulting in a shoulder dislocation (Fig. 3).23 Rotator cuff injury (strain or tear) is also mostly associated with a fall. The suspected injury mechanism is an abduction-external rotation force against the outstretched arm by the slope during a fall. Alternatively, a direct impact can also result in rotator cuff injury and muscle contusion.24 Rotator cuff injuries are likely underreported because patients do not look for immediate medical aid as they often experience vague, more variable, or less severe symptoms.

Imaging
Conventional radiographs detect most shoulder and clavicle fractures or dislocations. The standard radiograph series for the clavicle is a straight AP view and a 30-degree inclined cephalic view. The shoulder is examined radiographically using a (true) AP, scapular Y view, and ideally
also an axial view because it has a higher diagnostic yield for subluxation and dislocations. A routine axial projection of the shoulder can be technically difficult, however, and painful in the setting of acute trauma because the affected shoulder needs to be abducted with the elbow resting on the detector. For this reason, multiple variations of the standard axillary projection have been developed to minimize or eliminate shoulder abduction, such as the modified trauma axial and Velpeau view. Radiographic evaluation of the medial clavicle, and especially the sternoclavicular joint, can be challenging. CT is well suited to assess these locations.

Stress weight-bearing radiographic views of the acromioclavicular (AC) joints are no longer routinely performed because the benefit in the acute setting is controversial. However, some authors found a significant increase in the coracoclavicular (CC) distance when weights were applied, sometimes resulting in the upgrading of Rockwood III injuries (both AC and CC ligaments ruptured), potentially changing the therapy from conservative to surgical treatment. As a result, there is ongoing equipoise about the role of weighted stress views in this population.

The study in 1989 by Pino and Colville reported that snowboarders more frequently experience lower extremity injuries rather than upper extremity injuries, whereas the skier is seen in the adult group where lower extremity injuries predominate and foot injuries predominate in snowboarding, whereas the ankle is the most commonly fractured site of the lower extremities.9 In children and adolescents, lower extremity injuries account for 21% of all medically treated snowboard injuries and between 19% and 23% of all injuries reported by the ski patrol. A similar incidence rate is seen in the adult group where lower extremity injuries account for 12.3% of all snowboarding injuries.33

An important difference between skiing and snowboarding is the anatomical distribution of lower leg injuries. Ankle and foot injuries predominate in snowboarding, whereas knee and boot-top injuries predominate in skiing. As compared with skiers, snowboarders have half the rate of knee injuries (22% versus 44%), and those injuries that do occur are typically less severe. Furthermore, ankle injuries are four times more common in snowboarding and often represent sprain injuries.29,32 This difference can most readily be explained by the fact that snowboarders normally wear the less protective soft-shell boots, allowing more ankle mobility, whereas skiers usually wear hard-shell boots protecting the ankle but transferring forces proximally to the tibia and knee. In addition, snowboard bindings have a fixed angle on the board, minimizing valgus stress on the knee, whereas the skier’s feet can rotate independently because they have two separate skis.

The forward limb of the snowboarder is most often injured, which can be attributed to unequal weight distribution and turning technique.33 Both ankle and knee injuries occur mostly on the left side, 76% and 71%, respectively, because most snowboarders have a left leading foot.8,29

Femoral fractures are rare in snowboarding (Pino and Colville reported no femoral fracture among 110 snowboard injuries).29 The general lower speed of snowboarders might be an explanation because this is known to impact the incidence of femoral fractures in alpine skiing.34

### Ankle Injuries

Ankle injuries are one of the most prevalent lower extremity injuries associated with snowboarding, accounting for 15% of all injuries according to one study.9 Ankle sprains (6%) are more frequent than actual fractures of the ankle (3%).5 Also, the ankle is the most commonly fractured site of the lower extremity fractures in snowboarders (53% of lower extremity fractures).33 Ankle injuries are most common in soft-shell boots that are typically worn by snowboarders because they allow more mobility of the ankle joint, compared with rigid hard-shell boots.32

#### Mechanism

A snowboarder’s soft-shell boot is fixed to the board, predisposing to ankle inversion, eversion, or hyperplantarflexion when falling backward.29 In a similar fashion, forward falling contributes to ankle hyperdorsiflexion, potentially resulting in the injury of the ankle syndesmotic ligaments, Achilles tendon, and gastrocnemius.29 This seems to be confirmed by the observation that riders who use ankle supports, either hard-shelled boots or inserts, experience half the number of ankle injuries compared with those who used soft boots.

The most common mechanism of an ankle fracture is supination-external rotation, according to the Lauge-Hansen classification, with supination-external rotation type II the most common.33 The ankle of the leading leg tends to be the most commonly injured.33

#### Imaging

The Ottawa ankle rules (for adults and children > 5 years) remain valid to determine the need for ankle...
radiographs.\textsuperscript{35} A routine ankle radiograph series includes an AP view, true lateral view, and a mortise view (leg rotated internally 15 degrees, thus aligning the intermalleolar line parallel to the detector).\textsuperscript{36}

In addition to a clinical examination (including special tests, such as the external rotation test), stress weight-bearing radiographs (if tolerated by the patient) may assist in detecting latent tibiofibular syndesmotic injury.\textsuperscript{37} Syndesmotic injuries, also known as high ankle sprains, can be challenging to diagnose on static radiographs when the fibula remains reduced with absent tibiofibular joint space widening. Especially grade II syndesmotic injuries can be occultly unstable, and if left untreated, they can result in chronic instability, pain, and osteoarthritis.\textsuperscript{38}

When an ankle effusion is detected on the lateral view, a CT view should be performed to detect a potential occult fracture. In one series, 33\% of patients with an ankle effusion but no detectable fracture on radiography had an occult fracture confirmed on CT,\textsuperscript{39} which otherwise is not indicated for primary imaging of an ankle injury but may assist and better characterize a fracture and may assess soft tissues.\textsuperscript{40}

MRI is particularly useful in the setting of suspected high sprain injury with a sensitivity of 100\% and specificity of 70 to 100\%.\textsuperscript{41} MRI has a superior soft tissue contrast resolution and will show either disruption or a wavy appearance of the anterior inferior tibiofibular ligament and the posterior inferior tibiofibular ligament. Indirect signs are fluid extending within the tibiofibular space and prolapse of interspace fat between the anterior and posterior tibiofibular ligaments (\textsuperscript{\textbullet}Fig. 6).\textsuperscript{42}

MRI detects lateral ligaments tears with a sensitivity of 75 to 100\%.\textsuperscript{43} However, MRI should not be routinely performed in this setting because findings do not correlate with clinical outcome, and most ligamentous injuries heal with sufficient strength to maintain joint stability with conservative management.\textsuperscript{40,43}

US is a useful and sensitive examination of the ankle joint ligaments in the hands of an experienced radiologist but generally less accurate compared with MRI.\textsuperscript{44}

**Lateral Talar Process Fractures (Snowboarder’s Fracture)**

A lateral talar process fracture is an uncommon injury but very specific to snowboarding. The reported incidence ranges between 1.2\% and 6.3\% of all lower extremity injuries.\textsuperscript{45} The clinical importance of this lesion is that it can easily be misdiagnosed as a severe ankle sprain. If this fracture remains untreated, it can lead to nonunion, talar osteonecrosis, and accelerated subtalar arthrosis.\textsuperscript{46}

**Mechanism**

This type of injury typically occurs as a result of forceful axial loading (e.g., landing after an aerial maneuver). The axial loading of the ankle is combined with forced ankle dorsiflexion and ankle inversion, leading to the fracture of the lateral talar process and cartilage damage.\textsuperscript{9,45} However, a more recent experimental cadaveric study (2003) found that ankle dorsiflexion combined with eversion, rather than inversion, most likely produced lateral talar process fractures (\textsuperscript{\textbullet}Fig. 7).\textsuperscript{47}

**Imaging**

The fracture is often difficult to identify on plain film, especially when it is small and nondisplaced. Although standard radiographs can show the lateral process fracture, up to 50\% are missed.\textsuperscript{46} Therefore, if there is a high clinical suspicion, CT is preferred (\textsuperscript{\textbullet}Fig. 8).

MRI typically shows focal bone marrow edema in the region of the lateral talar process. A hypointense fracture line can be seen but will not always be appreciable, making differentiating bone contusion or subtalar impingement difficult. Therefore, CT is preferred to allow the detection of subtle talar process fractures seen as a fracture line or cortical step-off.

The three types are as follows: type 1 is a chip fracture of the articular process of the talus that does not extend to

---

**Fig. 6** High ankle sprain injury in a 40-year-old snowboarder caused by a forward fall. (a) Normal weight-bearing radiographic anteroposterior view shows no widening of the tibiofibular joint space. (b) Axial proton-density fat-saturated sequence shows disruption of the anterior and posterior tibiofibular ligaments (arrows) and fluid extending in the tibiofibular joint space (arrowhead), as also seen on (c) the coronal image.
the talofibular joint; type 2 is a single large fragment extending from the talofibular to the subtalar joint; and type 3 is a comminuted fracture involving the entire lateral process.\textsuperscript{48}

**Chronic Boot-Related Injuries**

Malleolar bursitis and so-called pseudotumor of the ankle are similar but rare lesions that are the result of prolonged abnormal contact pressure and shear forces that arise between the bony malleoli and the snowboarder’s boot. Clinically, these lesions present as asymptomatic or tender lateral or medial malleolar soft tissue swelling that can be fluctuant in case of an adventitial bursa.\textsuperscript{49}

**Mechanism**

The malleolar regions normally do not have anatomical bursae, but a newly developed, or adventitia, subcutaneous bursa can arise adjacent to the malleolus. The bony prominences of the malleoli stick out and have little inherent soft tissue to cushion from excessive pressure and friction. Abnormal friction and pressure caused by the (typical new or ill-fitting) snowboard boot can potentially lead to fat necrosis and local inflammatory changes.\textsuperscript{50} If activity persists, this can eventually lead to the formation of an adventitial bursa, which is a suboptimal anatomical cushion.\textsuperscript{49} These adventitial bursae have a thick fibrous wall, compared with normal bursae, and they are more prone to inflammation that can lead to so-called malleolar bursitis.\textsuperscript{49}

A pseudotumor of the ankle has a similar etiology. It is the result of chronic friction caused by the boot but lacks the formation of a bursa. It occurs more often in the supramalleolar and lateral regions.\textsuperscript{51} Chronic compression probably leads to fat necrosis, subcutaneous inflammation, and fibrosis, resulting in a pseudotumor or mass-like lesion.\textsuperscript{50}

**Imaging**

Plain film demonstrates soft tissue swelling overlying the malleoli with no underlying bone abnormalities or soft tissue calcifications. Cortical thickening of the distal fibula was described in two professional snowboarders.\textsuperscript{50}

The adventitial malleolar bursa can easily be demonstrated by US and MRI that will show a fluid-containing cystic structure with or without septations and/or complex content. MRI typically shows a discrete mass with well-defined margins and fluid characteristics on all pulse sequences.\textsuperscript{52} In addition to the fluid signal characteristics, areas of low-signal-intensity stranding can be present on both T1-weighted and T2-weighted images, representing scarring of a bursa, which is possibly secondary to prior bursal inflammation or bleeding.\textsuperscript{52}

MRI findings of a malleolar pseudotumor are ill-defined soft tissue swelling over the (typically lateral) malleolus, loss of normal T1 hyperintensity of the subcutaneous fat tissue, and prolonged T2 relaxation, as well as contrast enhancement. Adjacent reactive periosteal edema of the fibula can be present (\textsuperscript{\(\rightleftharpoons\)} Fig. 9).\textsuperscript{50}

**Knee**

Knee injuries are among the most common winter sports injuries, especially in skiing, whereas snowboarders suffer significantly fewer knee injuries. A 4-year prospective study
at three Australian ski resorts showed that knee injuries occurred half as frequently (23% versus 44%) in the snowboarders’ group compared with skiers. Moreover, snowboarders tend to have less severe knee injuries (grade I) compared with skiers (grades II and III).

Snowboarders rarely sustain ACL injuries compared with skiers. But snowboarders suffer MCL injuries more frequently than ACL injuries (4% versus 2.5%). A 2008 survey found that only 1% of the injuries were ACL ruptures compared with 12.6% in alpine skiing. A study of 21,303 ACL ruptures from French ski resorts demonstrated minimal numbers of snowboarding ACL injuries. However, because snowboarders tend to seek more thrills with higher and bigger jumps, especially in snow parks, the rate of ACL injuries is increasing.

Novice snowboarders and those wearing hard-shell boots are more likely to sustain a knee injury. Additionally, expert snowboarders have a relatively higher proportion of knee injuries (17% of all acute injuries) compared with recreational snowboarders, and they are more likely to sustain an ACL rupture, which is most likely the result of an increased frequency, complexity, and velocity of aerial maneuvers.

Mechanism
Similar to upper extremity injuries, the leading knee is more prone to injury. Contrary to skiers, snowboarders have non-release bindings, meaning the boots remain fixed to the board and do not release when an external force is applied to the boot (e.g., fall or tumbling). These snowboard non-release bindings decrease the risk of high torque forces and provide rotational stability to the knees. Therefore, knee injuries occur less often in the snowboarding population, whereas skis are able to move independently, allowing both rotational and valgus forces to the knees. This effect is likely reduced in elite snowboarders because the impact and rotational forces are higher with increasingly spectacular jumps.

Multiple studies showed that jumping promotes knee injuries in both recreational and professional snowboarders. In accordance, ACL ruptures are shown to mostly occur when a snowboarder hits a flat surface after jumping. A proposed mechanism for the ACL rupture is an eccentric contraction of the quadriceps muscles when landing from a height with the knee slightly flexed. The resulting anterior tibial translation, valgus, and internal tibial rotation can exert enough strain on the ACL to rupture it.

The stance of the snowboarder can also contribute to ACL injury. The snowboarder’s leading foot binding is usually positioned in slight external rotation. While riding, the body is mostly facing forward/in the direction of downhill sliding, more so than the actual angulation of the front-foot binding, resulting in actual internal tibial rotation at the knee (►Fig. 10). Internal tibial torque applied to a fully extended knee is proven to be the most dangerous loading condition for ACL injury.

Imaging
Detailed history, physical examination, and radiographs, including an AP view and lateral view, provide an accurate diagnosis in 83% of traumatic knee cases.
lateral horizontal beam view is highly sensitive for a knee joint effusion, which is a secondary sign of posttraumatic knee joint derangement or other intra-articular diseases (e.g., infection and arthritis).59

The Ottawa knee rules (> 55 years old; inability to weight-bear immediately after trauma and in the emergency department (ED) for four steps; isolated patellar tenderness, fibular head tenderness; inability to flex the knee to 90 degrees) can be useful in clinical practice to effectively rule out knee fractures and prevent unnecessary radiographs.60 However, if there is clinical evidence of an effusion/hemarthrosis, even when the patient is still able to weight-bear, radiographs should be performed to rule out any (intra-articular) fractures.

Because knee radiographs have a low yield of showing fractures, CT can be used as the secondary imaging modality to assess for possible occult fractures.61 In one study, CT had a sensitivity of 100% and plain film 83% in detecting tibial plateau fractures, and CT was superior to characterize the fracture severity and type.62

MRI has a high accuracy in detecting both meniscal and ligamentous injuries (Fig. 11).63 Fluid-sensitive sequences (proton-density fat-saturated and T2 fat-saturated) depict ligamentous injury as well as bone contusion (bone marrow edema).64 In contrast, T1-weighted sequences are well suited to visualize fracture lines. Therefore, MRI should be used to aid in the diagnosis and further characterization of bone and soft tissue injuries of the knee.61 A 1.5-T MRI scanner is sufficient because 3-T imaging has been proven to result in higher accuracy in detection of ligamentous injuries (e.g., ACL tears).64

US is not used routinely in the setting of acute knee trauma.61 US does allow evaluation of a joint effusion/lipohemarthrosis and the integrity of the collateral ligaments, distal hamstring, and quadriceps tendons. However, US is limited because it does not allow accurate assessment of the cruciate ligament, cartilage, and meniscus.

Pelvis and Sacrum
About 2% of all snowboarding-related fractures, or an incidence of 0.102 per 10,000 ski lift tickets, are pelvic fractures according to Ogawa et al, who studied snowboarding injuries over a period of 8 years.65 Pelvic fractures were the fifth highest rate of all fractures and mainly consisted of isolated pubic bone (most often superior and/or inferior rami) and/or ischium fractures (46.9%), followed by isolated sacral fractures (24.1%).66 All cases of a pelvic fracture involving multiple fracture sites also had a sacral fracture.66 It is important to note that isolated sacral fractures are infrequent in the general population67 but fairly common in the snowboarding population. Therefore, a sacral fracture should be included in the differential diagnosis of any snowboarder with posttraumatic buttock pain.

Pelvic fractures are mostly sustained by intermediate-level snowboarders (57%) and to a lesser extent by professionally trained snowboarders (10%).66

Mechanism
Jumping is the main mechanism of pelvic fractures (80% of cases), whereas a collision (with trees, ski tower, or other slope participants) tends to be more common in the group of unstable pelvic fractures.66

In activities different from snowboarding, pelvic fractures are mostly the consequence of high-energy/high-velocity impact and therefore often associated with concurrent traumatic injury elsewhere in the body.68 In snowboarding, pelvic fractures are not generally associated with high-velocity trauma because only 19.3% of snowboarders indicate their self-estimated sliding speed as “fast” at the time of injury.66

A significant portion (21%) of snowboarders with pelvic fractures have injuries to other body parts (conccusions, face fracture, abdominal injury, spine fractures, etc.).66 Unstable pelvic fractures are an even higher percentage (33%) of concomitant injuries.66 Most snowboard-related pelvic fractures (85%) are stable (type A according to the Tile classification), and 14.5% are unstable fractures (Tile type B/C).66

Contrary to the proven protective effects of wrist guards, wearing shock-absorbing hip pads does not seem to effectively reduce the number of pelvic fractures.66

Imaging
If a pelvic fracture is suspected, a bedside AP radiograph of the pelvis should be performed first (Fig. 12). An initial radiographic evaluation allows the detection of most clinically relevant pelvic fractures.69 Additional radiographic views that may be helpful and can be acquired without
moving the patient are the pelvic outlet and inlet views to better depict sacroiliac joints, sacrum, and cranial or caudal displacement of fracture fragments. Judet views can also be obtained to better depict associated acetabular fractures and are often requested by orthopaedic surgeons for surgical planning because they are easily reproducible in the operating room.

CT has become routine for further work-up of pelvic injury because it provides a better depiction and characterization of the true extent of pelvic fractures and shows potential associated soft tissue injuries. If the patient is hemodynamically unstable, CT angiography is necessary to detect active bleeding that might need urgent embolization.

Sacral fractures can be especially hard to identify on plain film because of significant soft tissue overlay (Fig. 12). Therefore, the threshold to perform CT to exclude sacral fracture in case of a snowboarder with buttock pain should be low.

MRI is rarely indicated in the setting of acute pelvic trauma, but it can provide additional information on ligamentous injury. The longer acquisition times and limited availability makes MRI impractical in an acute trauma setting.

**Head and Spine Injuries**

**Head**

A recent study evaluating snowboarders admitted to the ED of a Swiss alpine trauma center found that a significant portion (17%) of injured snowboarders suffer traumatic brain injury (TBI) with most described as mild TBI (92%). TBI can be fatal in both snowboarding and skiing and contributes to 43 to 88% of all injury-related deaths.

Xiang et al analyzed 77,300 ski and 62,000 snowboard injuries treated in U.S. EDs and found an even distribution of head and face injuries among skiers and snowboarders, accounting for ~ 16% of total injuries.

Head injury is the most common cause of morbidity and death in snowboarders. Clinical signs of concussions are present in 22% of head injuries. An acute subdural hematoma is the most common head injury that requires surgical intervention (Fig. 13).

Beginners are more likely to sustain head injuries (34–51% of cases) compared with intermediate (16%) or expert snowboarders (11%).

**Mechanism**

Most severe head injuries are the result of a simple fall on the ski slope (58% of cases), typically on the occiput. Falling while jumping and colliding with other people or obstacles are both the cause of 21% of head injuries.

Snowboarders have their feet fixed to the snowboard and slide sideways, which results in anteroposterior instability. Snowboarders tend to fall backward (68% of head injuries), typically when opposite-edging occurs.
during downhill sliding (facing the mountain) while supporting on their front-side edge (→ Fig. 1). Only one edge of the board should be touching the snow surface, but when the wrong edge unintentionally hits the snow (opposite-edging), the snowboarder’s gravity will suddenly shift to the opposite way. The occiput is thus propelled into the ground (or any intervening objects) behind the snowboarder. The opposite-edging phenomenon happens mostly on gentle rather than steep slopes because the valley-side edge of the board is more likely to hit the snow surface. 

The evidence clearly supports the use of helmets because it decreases both the risk and severity of head injury. Luckily, helmet usage has been progressively increasing over the years. Data from the 2012–13 National Demographic Study of the National Ski Areas Association, encompassing >130,000 interviews across the United States, showed that 71% of skiers and snowboarders wear a helmet, up from 67% in 2011–12, 57% in 2009–10, and only 25% in 2002–3.

Despite early concerns that helmets may elicit risk-seeking behavior or increase the risk of cervical spine injury, the beneficial effects of helmets persist as compared with non-helmeted participants in both skiing and snowboarding.

**Imaging**

CT is the imaging modality of choice for the initial assessment because it is readily available, quick, and ideal to detect TBIs and fractures that need urgent surgical intervention (e.g., hemorrhage with mass effect). However, CT is often unable to show the total extent of brain damage because it is insensitive to diffuse axonal injury. In patients with unexplained neurologic symptoms and (near) normal CT findings, MRI may be used to assess for possible diffuse axonal injury. T2*-weighted imaging, especially susceptibility-weighted imaging, is highly sensitive to hemorrhagic traumatic axonal injury (TAI), whereas fluid-attenuated inversion recovery allows detection of nonhemorrhagic TAI.

**Spine Injuries**

Neurologic injuries, more specifically head and spine injuries, are the leading cause of (mostly permanent) disability and death in both skiing and snowboarding, despite representing only a small portion of overall injuries. Trauma to the axial skeleton comprises 1 to 17% of all reported ski and snowboard injuries.

**Mechanism**

Spine injuries are more often the result of an aerial maneuver, rather than a collision. The thoracolumbar spine is the most commonly affected level in both snowboarding and skiing.

A burst fracture with anterior dislocation of the flexion-distraction type is one of the most common injury patterns (→ Fig. 14). A proposed mechanism of this type of fracture is a backward fall after an intentional jump. The snowboarder jumps, loses control while becoming airborne, pitching tailward, and lands on a hard surface in an uncontrolled manner resulting in an axial load (e.g., landing on feet or rear) and forward flexion.

Cervical spine injuries in snowboarding are less common and also mostly less severe, compared with injuries to the thoracolumbar junction that often lead to more severe neurologic deficits. It is believed that one of the most common injury patterns of cervical spine fractures is hyperflexion and hyperextension after falling.

**Imaging**

Conventional radiography is generally reserved for evaluation of the cervical and thoracolumbar spine with a low suspicion of injury. Patients with a moderate to high risk of spine injury and/or severe multitrauma should be primarily investigated with CT due to the high risk of associated injuries.

For the thoracolumbar level, CT is a better and more sensitive examination than radiography to detect spine fractures, especially small cortical fractures. It is also of

---

**Fig. 14** High-speed injury after hitting a snow boulder, resulting in a thoracic spine flexion-distraction injury with burst fractures. (a) Sagittal computed tomography image shows burst fractures of vertebral bodies T7 and T8 (arrowheads) with anteriorly displaced fracture fragments and fracture of the lamina and spinous process (arrow). (b) Sagittal magnetic resonance imaging (short tau inversion recovery) image depicts interspinous ligament tears (arrows). Mild retrogression of the T7 and T8 posterior walls is noted, resulting in mild central canal narrowing.
utmost importance to assess the entire spine on visceral organ-targeted CT performed in the setting of blunt trauma. The thin-slice multiplanar reformats are sufficiently sensitive to detect spine fractures.\(^3\)

CT serves to evaluate the bony structures, whereas MRI is essential to evaluate the spine-related soft tissues (ligaments, spinal cord, nerve roots, muscles, and disks) and to detect occult spinal cord injury when there is a discordance between the clinical status and CT imaging.\(^3\)

**Conclusion**

Snowboarding has become one of the most popular winter sports and is associated with an increasing rate of MSK injuries, especially since the advent of terrain parks. Novice snowboarders are most susceptible to injury, whereas expert riders generally sustain a more severe injury. Compared with skiing, snowboarding has a higher injury rate, and the wrist is by far the most injured body part. Future developments should continue promoting the use of protective gear (e.g., wrist guards and helmets) and educational prevention programs.
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